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I In September 2017, McConnell “forced a vote” on two
versions of repeal and replace

I It was reported that an Obamacare fix bill had received 12
Republican sponsors and cosponsors in the Senate, suggesting
that it could pass if it were considered on the Senate floor
(but would McConnell and Ryan allow it to be considered?)

I The Republican party (Ways and Means chairman Kevin
Brady in particular) was crafting a tax reform bill, and some
Republicans were complaining about being shut out of the
process
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I How much of an ability does the majority party—in the House
and Senate—have to kill legislation when it expects the result
will not be to their liking?

I How much of an ability does the majority party—in the House
and Senate—have to craft exactly the bill they want (as
opposed to what the chamber median wants) and bring it to a
vote?

I How much of an ability does the majority party (and the
minority party)—in the House and Senate—have to coerce
their members to vote a certain way?
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I Parties in Congress:

• Parties as floor voting coalitions—most often associated with
the Conditional Party Government theory of Rhode (1991) and
Aldrich (1995)

I The majority party can coerce members to vote a certain way,
through a variety of rewards and punishments

• Parties as procedural coalitions—most often associated with
the Party Cartel theory of Cox and McCubbins (2005)

I Negative agenda setting power—the majority party can kill
legislation when they expect the result to not be to their liking

I Positive agenda setting power—the majority party craft
exactly the bill they want (as opposed to what the chamber
median wants, and bring it to a vote)

• Weak parties—most often associated with Mayhew (1974),
Krehbiel (1991), and Krehbiel (1998)
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I The Cox and McCubbins theory:

• Emphasizes negative agenda setting power by the majority
party in the House
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I Assumptions of the Cox and McCubbins theory:

1. Members of Congress seek reelection to the House, internal
advancement within the House, good public policy, and
majority status

2. The reputation (or brand name) of a member’s party affects
both the member’s personal probability of reelection and, more
substantially, the party’s probability of securing a majority

3. A party’s reputation depends significantly on its record of
legislative achievement

4. Legislating—hence compiling favorable records of legislative
accomplishment—is akin to a team production and entails
overcoming an array of cooperation and coordination problems

5. The primary means by which a (majority) party regulates its
members’ actions, in order to overcome problems of team
production in the legislative process, is by delegating to a
central authority

6. The key resource that majority parties delegate to their senior
partners is the power to set the legislative agenda
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I The Cox and McCubbins theory:

• Emphasizes negative agenda setting power by the majority
party in the House

• Members of the majority party voluntarily give agenda setting
power to party leaders because this helps the party achieve
legislative accomplishments, and legislative accomplishments
help members get re-elected and help their party maintain
majority status
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I How agenda setting works in the Cox and McCubbins theory:

• If the bill is considered on the floor, the legislative process
works as in Krehbiel’s (1998) pivotal politics theory

• For simplicity, Cox and McCubbins ignore the bicameralism,
the veto, and the filibuster

• If the bill is considered on the floor, the lack of positive agenda
setting by the majority party means that the chamber median
(m) get’s what he wants

• The majority party can kill the bill before any floor action is
taken

• The majority party preferences are represented by the majority
party median (M)

• If the status quo is s, the floor median is m, no legislative
action is taken if s is closer to M than m
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I How agenda setting works in the Cox and McCubbins theory:

• Suppose the Republican party has the majority in the House
(m < M)

• According to the theory, there is gridlock if
m < s < 2 ∗M −m

• If there is no gridlock, the chamber median gets exactly what
wants, or the policy outcome is s
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I Pivotal politics model for comparison:
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I How agenda setting works in the Cox and McCubbins theory:

• Cox and McCubbins don’t really believe that the filibuster,
bicameralism, and veto don’t matter

• One can combine Krehbiel’s pivotal politics theory with
negative agenda setting by the majority party

• The (extended) Cox and McCubbins model has a gridlock
interval that is larger than the Pivotal Politics gridlock interval
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I The (extended) Cox and McCubbins negative agenda setting
model with the filibuster, bicameralism, and veto:
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I The Cox and McCubbins negative agenda setting model:
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I The Cox and McCubbins negative agenda setting model:
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I The Cox and McCubbins mechanism:

• The majority party controls the committee chairs, the speaker,
and the rules committee

• (note that the mechanism is very specific to the house)
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I Testing Cox and McCubbins:

• Roll: a party is rolled if the outcome for the bill is different
from how a majority of the majority party voted

• Majority party roll: the number of times the bill passed (failed)
when a majority of the majority party voted yea (nay)

• Minority party roll: the number of times the bill passed (failed)
when a majority of the minority party vote yea (nay)

• Prediction: the majority roll rate should be 0%
• Prediction: the minority roll rate should be > 0%
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I Testing Cox and McCubbins—Roll Rates in the House:
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I Testing Cox and McCubbins (part 2):

• The previous test is a test of Cox and McCubbins’ model, but
is not a comparative test against Krehbiel’s model

• Lawrence, Maltzman and Smith (2006) propose a comparative
test

• Define the win rate or a legislator as the percentage of votes
on which he is on the winning side

• Lawrence, Maltzman and Smith derive the win rates under
four different models—a “pure preference” model, a “veto
preference” model, a negative agenda control model, and a
pure whipping model
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I We find strong support for the predictions of the Cox and
McCubbins negative agenda control theory

I Let’s think about the mechanism

I Prediction: The committee chairs, the rules committee, and
the speaker should all be more extreme that the chamber
median

I We we studied committees, we found support for the first two

I Let’s now consider how extreme the speaker is...
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I One more piece of evidence:

• Former speaker Dennis Hastert: “On occasion, a particular
issue might excite a majority made up mostly of the minority.
Campaign finance is a particularly good example of this
phenomenon. [But] the job of speaker is not to expedite
legislation that runs counter to the wishes of the majority of
his majority.”

• This has come to be known as the Hastert rule or the majority
of the majority rule

• Many (but not all) speakers of the house have followed it
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• Direct evidence for the main prediction of the Cox and
McCubbins negative agenda control theory

• Evidence for the mechanism—House members with agenda
setting power have positions that are not near the chamber
median, they are near the majority party median

• Individuals who have served as speaker have said that they will
not allow through bills that will roll the majority party

• Pretty good evidence, right?
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I Problems with Cox and McCubbins’ negative agenda setting
theory:

• Their theory does not explain why moderate members of the
majority party give negative agenda setting power to party
leaders

I Cox and McCubbins argues that they do this to help the party
achieve legislative success

I Negative agenda setting leads to less legislative productivity
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• In the 103rd-108th congresses, there were 3 successful
discharge petitions:

I Public discharge signatures (became law)
I Balanced budget constitutional amendment (passed house,

but went nowhere)
I Campaign finance reform (became law)

• Between 1931 and 2002, of 563 discharge petitions were filed,
4 become law under discharge procedure and 29 became law
under some procedure (Beth, 2003)

• Krehbiel’s critique of Cox and McCubbins relies on a very
rarely used procedure, but we still need an explanation for why
it is not used more often
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I Jenkins and Monroe’s (2012) vote buying theory:

• Members of the majority party ranging from the median
legislator to some less moderate member of the majority party
lose under negative agenda control

• Some of these members need to be bought off
• These members are bought off using DNC/RNC contributions
• Evidence is somewhat consistent with their claim
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I My preferred theory (let’s call it the cross-pressured legislator
theory):

• Members of congress have personal ideological preferences, but
also electorally induced preferences

• A substantial number of majority party members are
cross-pressured—they are personally extreme, but face pressure
to moderate from voters in their district

• Members are more sophisticated than their voters—they
attempt to achieve more extreme policy outcomes while
obfuscating

• The majority party achieves more extreme policy outcomes
through manipulating the agenda, allowing the members to
vote with their constituents on final passage votes, but altering
outcomes through procedural votes (discharge petitions,
motions to table, motions to recommit, etc.)
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I How do each of these theories explain negative agenda control:

• Jenkins and Monroe’s vote buying theory: the members who
lose out on policy are willing to go along on the agenda
because they are compensated

• Cross-pressured legislator theory: the members who lose out
on policy don’t really loose out—they want extreme policies,
but would like to avoid being punished by their constituents

• Implications: the vote-buying theory does not explain why the
majority party uses agenda control rather than direct control of
floor voting to achieve its’ aims

• Implications: the cross-pressure theory only partially explains
why the majority party uses negative as opposed to positive
agenda control

• Implications: neither theory explains why majority party
agenda control would be used in the House, but not the Senate
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I Problems with Cox and McCubbins’ negative agenda setting
theory:

• Their theory does not explain why moderate members of the
majority party give negative agenda setting power to party
leaders

I Vote-buying and cross pressured theories potentially explain
this

• The near-zero roll rate prediction is found in the Senate too,
where Cox and McCubbin’s mechanism cannot operate

I Vote-buying and cross-pressure theories may apply to Senate
as well

I Maybe the mechanism is less about the rules and more about
majority party cohesion on procedural votes
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I Positive agenda setting model

• Simple version:

I The majority party median (or the speaker of the House)
crafts a bill

I It needs to get majority support
I If the median support the bill, it passes; otherwise the status

quo remains
I The majority party median will craft a bill that is closest to his

ideal point, while being preferred by the chamber median to
the status quo

I Extreme status quos: the majority party median gets exactly
what he wants

I Status quos between the majority party median and the
chamber median: gridlock

I Other status quos: the majority party median must moderate
it’s proposal, but it’s somewhere between the status quo and
his ideal point
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• More complicated version:

I The majority party median crafts a bill

I It needs to satisfy all the veto players (House median,
filibuster pivots, veto pivot or veto override pivots)

I If the veto players approve the bill, it passes; otherwise the
status quo remains

I The majority party median will craft a bill that is closest to his
ideal point, while being preferred by all the veto players to the
status quo

I Extreme status quos: the majority party median gets exactly
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• If a legislator indicates that he or she wants to maintain the
current level, it means the status quo policy must be located
near that legislator
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I What about mechanisms for negative and positive agenda
control in the Senate?

• Most Congress scholars do not believe in majority party agenda
control in the Senate

• Crespin and Monroe (2005) argue that two strategies allow for
the possibility of majority party agenda control in the Senate

I The motion to table can be used to kill amendments (allowing
for positive agenda setting power)

I The majority leaders right of first recognition, combined with
filling the amendment tree, can be used by the majority party
to protect their version of the bill (allowing for positive agenda
setting power)

I Positive agenda setting power can be used to achieve negative
agenda setting power by crafting a bill that the chamber
median won’t vote for
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• The evidence suggests that in the House, the majority party
has (at least) negative agenda setting power

• The evidence is almost as strong for negative agenda control in
the Senate

• How can we reconcile these?
• Cox and McCubbins’ theory has trouble

I The theory has trouble even explaining the presence of
majority party agenda control

I The mechanism has trouble accounting for the fact that we
observe evidence of majority party agenda control in the
Senate as well
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I Thinking about majority party agenda control (negative and
positive) in the House and Senate:

• Jenkins and Monroe vote-buying theory:

I The ability to buy votes should be just as strong in the Senate
as the House—you can bribe members not to sign a discharge
petition or not to vote for a non-germane amendment

I Interestingly, we don’t find the same pattern that Jenkins and
Monroe find in the Senate

I Vote buying can account for positive agenda control as
well—you can bribe members to vote to table amendments
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• Cross-pressure theory:

I Negative agenda control may be easier to achieve in the
House than the Senate because not signing a discharge
petition may be easier to defend than not voting for a
non-germane amendment

I Positive agenda control may be easier to achieve in the House
than the Senate because signing on to a special rule which
calls for a closed rule may be easier to defend than voting to
table a bunch of amendments

I Negative agenda control may be easier to achieve in the House
than positive agenda control because not signing a discharge
petition may be easier to defend that voting for a closed rule

I Negative agenda control may be easier to achieve in the
Senate than positive agenda control because not voting a
non-germane amendment may be easier to defend than not
voting for a germane amendment
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I In September 2017, McConnell “forced a vote” on two
versions of repeal and replace:

• Let’s take a look at what actually happened with H.R. 1628...

• Multiple closed rules passed on budget reconciliation bill
• American Health Care Act is an amendment to the budget

reconciliation bill (which was already passed)
• McConnell tried to amend the amendment at various points

(one passed, a bunch failed)
• Democrats tried to send the bill to committee, but these votes

always failed
• When the “bill failed to pass”, it was an amendment to the

amendment failing to pass, so the bill never came up for a final
vote
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vote
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• The bill hadn’t been formally introduced yet
• McConnell said he would put up the bill if Trump indicates he

would support it
• This is a case where the coalition of the minority party as a

few members of the majority party can get around the majority
leader, but only if they really want to

• Evidence of roll rates in the Senate suggest that a few
members of the majority party rarely really want to

• Same goes for House—a coalition like this could get around
Ryan if the really wanted to (using a discharge petition)
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they usually have the support of their members

• If they don’t, the minority party and a few members of the
majority party can vote against the closed rule

• Most likely, either there are not enough complainers to kill the
bill, or the complainers will win

• We observe majority party agenda control because, typically,
there are not enough complainers
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